Abstract-In this paper we mainly focus on the fraud problem among the players and the shortcomings of multisecret sharing existed in rational secret sharing schemes. Based on the exited schemes and the related knowledge such as bit commitment agreement, we proposed a new rational multi-secret sharing scheme that has high security. In our scheme, we take an identity authentication for the dealer in distribution phase. Players can verify the correctness of the identity of the dealer. In this way, it is feasible to prevent the forger from cheating. Based on the discrete logarithm problem, the player can also verify the correctness of the secret share. At the same time the secret shares are divided into groups so that the distribution phase is well designed for the multi-secret sharing. Additional the game theory model is also adopted to realize the rational multi secret sharing. The Execution efficiency, security and the feasibility has been remarkably improved in this our scheme compared with the traditional secret sharing schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the Diffie and Hellman first proposed the concept of public key cryptosystem [1] in 1976, the key management issues become the focus of many scholars. In 1979, Shamir [2] proposed the threshold secret sharing scheme based on the method of Lagrange interpolation. Subsequently, Blakely [3] proposed the threshold secret sharing scheme based on Geometry, the key management and key storage problem have been well plotted in their schemes. Based on the nature of the above schemes, these mechanisms become the design basis in many security protocols. But, with the development of further research by scholars, many security and feasibility disadvantages have been proposed for the above schemes. For the above problems, based on the exited schemes, many scholars have an in-depth analysis and improvement. They proposed may be different schemes for different problems and application environment. For the cheating problem between the dealer and the players in the distribution phase, B. Chor and S. Goldwasser proposed the first Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) scheme in which players can verify the correctness of the secret share distributed by the dealer [4] . After then, the Publicly Verifiable Secret Sharing (PVSS) scheme is also been proposed by Stadler without the restrict condition of synchronous channel in Verifiable Secret Sharing scheme [5] . All communication in the scheme is based on public communication channel. It means that any users in the scheme are capable of publicly verifying the sub secret share with the publicly verifiable secret share algorithm. Nevertheless, the above scheme requires a comparably large amount of time and space which makes it very complicated and low efficient. The execution efficiency has been greatly reduced and it was rarely been used in practical applications. So in order to combine high efficiency and high security, many schemes have been proposed such as references [6] and [7] to meet real practical application. To share multi secret at one time in practical applications, Dawson brought about a one-way hash function for secret sharing scheme that one-time implementation of distribution ensures multi secrets sharing [8] . Subsequently, Harn proposed an efficient Verifiable Multi-Secret Sharing scheme that is greatly improved in the aspect of security, the execution efficiency is also been remarkably improved [9] . In 2004, Halpern and Teague combined the knowledge of game theory with secret sharing and they proposed a first rational secret sharing scheme. In the rational secret sharing scheme, it's assumed that the players are rational which means they follow the protocol in order to maximize their incomes. Their scheme has a great practical use and significance. And their scheme can prevent the backward induction [10] . With the appearance of the rational environment in secret sharing scheme, it makes a new direction for the research of the secret sharing field. In the traditional environment, the protocol can not been executed when the players does not send his secret share according to their maximize income. The traditional secret sharing scheme can not resolve the problem exited in the rational secret sharing. Abraham proposed an anti-coalition scheme in which sharing secret is distributed with a certain probability [11] . With the probability being well chosen, the Nash equilibrium can be reached and k players' coalition can be prevented. In 2008, Gordon-Kartz analyzed scheme of Halpern and Teague. A new rational secret scheme was proposed that has the feature of communicating with a certain probability. The players are not aware of the last round so they won't deviate from the protocol. With the method of mutual verification, it doesn't have to rely on the dealer like the other rational secret sharing schemes [12] . Maleka adopted the method of repeated games to rational secret sharing, this make sure the secret are distributed randomly [13] . The players are not aware of the depth of the random polynomial, according to the knowledge of Nash equilibrium theory. All rational players will not deviate from the equilibrium strategy. Besides, Kol gave a theory of Nash equilibrium, repeated games and other related game theory into the analysis of the cryptographic research and they gave a guide to further research [14] . Rational secret sharing has become the hotspot in field secret sharing. In recent years, many achievements have been proposed by many scholars. Such as references [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] and [22] . In this paper, we proposed a new rational multi-secret sharing scheme that has a great improvement in security, execution efficiency and feasibility.
II. RELATED THEORY
In order to have a further understanding of our scheme, we introduce some related theory. Such as one-way hash function, bit commitment, game model and discrete logarithm problem.
A. One-way hash function
The one-way hash function ( ) H x can change the input message of arbitrary length into the string of fixed length and it is difficult to get the input message from the output string with the function. It can be used for encrypt the data and it has different requirements for different applications. The one-way hash function MD5 is widely been used, it can make different length of data block into a 128-bit value. The one-way hash function SHA, which is a relatively new hash algorithm, it can generate a 160-bit length computing value form different length of data block. The Message Authentication Code (MAC) is a one-way hash function that using the key, it can be used to achieve the authentication between the file system and players. Keyed Hash for Message Authentication method (HMAC) is an application example. We can use the different one-way hash function for different application environment. The one-way hash function satisfies the following properties:
(1) Given the any length of string x , the function can mapped it to fixed length bit stream.
(2) Given the value ( ) H x , it's difficult to compute the value x in random polynomial algorithm time.
(3) Give the value x , it's difficult to find another function ( ) F x that satisfies ( ) ( ) F x H x = in random polynomial algorithm time.
(4) Select two different numbers x and y , for the hash function that finding an equation that satisfies ( ) ( ) H x H y = is impossible in random polynomial algorithm time.
B. Bit commitment protocol
As the basis for many cryptographic protocols, the bit commitment protocol has a large range of scenarios, such as slot protocol, electronic voting, e-commerce, electronic cash and other applications.
There have many methods to construct the bitcommitment protocol, the representative methods are bitcommitment with using the hash function, bitcommitment with using the symmetric cipher algorithm and many other construction methods.
In A secure bit-commitment scheme must satisfy the concealed nature and binding nature. This means that receiver B can not get the commitment value b from the message c in the commitment phase, even for the dishonest player. The sender A can not change the commitment value b in the open phase. Only the bitcommitment protocol meets the above two natures we can get a secure protocol.
In our scheme, we improve the bit commitment protocol based on a one-way hash function [18] and ensure that the identity of the dealer is detected by the improved protocol during the distribution phase. With the improved bit-commitment protocol, we can prevent the forger from cheating. The original protocol as outlined below:
(1) First select two strings 1 s and 2 s randomly. Then select a collision-free one way hash function H , assume that the message to be commitment is s .
(2) The player A computes the message 1 2 ( || || ) H s s s , and sends 1 s to player B. Publishes the data 1 2 ( || || ) H s s s .
(3) In the commitment phase, player A sends the message 1 2 ( || || ) s s s to player B. (4) When player B has received the message, he hashes the message using the function ( ) H x , and then makes a comparison with the published data based on the received message. If they are the same, then the message is commitment is valid.
(5) The player A can not change the commitment message, also he can not find any 2 ' s and ' s that satisfies the following equation:
(1)
C. Game theory model
As an important branch of the applied mathematics, game theory has become a standard analytical tool in economics. Currently, it has a wide range of applications in computer science and other research fields. Game theory mainly focuses on the formulated interaction between the incentive structures. It is a mathematical theory and methods that resolve the problem of some protocols that have competitive nature.
With the combination of the game theory, we can get the predictions of individual behavior and actual behavior, and then we can conclude the optimization strategy.
The most important concept in game theory is the equilibrium. In economics, it means that the relevant amount keep a stable equilibrium value, the so called Nash equilibrium is a stable game result. In the Nash equilibrium, all the players face such a situation, when other players do not change the corresponding equilibrium strategies. The equilibrium strategy for him is the best strategy.
The game has different classification depending on different classification benchmarks. Generally speaking, the game can be divided into cooperative game and noncooperative game. The mainly difference between the cooperative game and non-cooperative game is that whether there exits a binding agreement among the players.
In this paper, we combine the secret sharing in cryptography with the method of the Nash equilibrium in game theory, the definition of the Nash equilibrium is as follows:
Given the set of players
, the Nash equilibrium strategy set is A when he deviate from the Nash equilibrium strategy and also get the secret, the probability is β . In contrast, i U − is the income for player when the player didn't get the secret share. i U is the income for player i A when the player follows the Nash equilibrium strategy. The mixed strategy of Nash equilibrium satisfies the following inequality:
Based on the above inequality, any rational player will not deviate from the equilibrium strategies. Since only they follow the equilibrium strategies that can get the maximum income.
D. Discrete logarithm problem
The discrete logarithm problem is the security foundation of many cryptographic protocols, including secret sharing, secret exchange protocol and signature algorithm. Based on the nature of discrete logarithm problem, it was being used in the verification of the secret share in many verifiable secret sharing schemes. It has been proved that it has a great effect on improving the security of the secret sharing schemes. The discrete logarithm problem based on finite cyclic group can be described as follows:
Select two lager prime numbers p and q that meets 
Ⅲ. TRADITIONAL MULTI-SECRET SHARING SCHEMES

A. Foreword
In the initial secret sharing schemes, most of which are constructed for the singe shared key. However, in practice, there are many case that need shared multiple secrets. In this case, the initial secret sharing scheme can only achieve the multi-secret sharing by implementation the scheme by multiple phases. So the execution efficiency will be reduced, especially when the number of players and shared secrets become large, the computation of the scheme become too large that the communication channels will be blocked and the execution time will become longer. For this problem, based on the exited single secret sharing schemes, many scholars have a lot of research and proposed many multi-secret sharing schemes. The researches of the multi-secret sharing expand the application range of the secret sharing. Multisecret sharing scheme can share multiple secrets at one time; the efficiency has been greatly improved compared with the method of implementation the scheme by multiple phases. In this chapter, we will introduce and analysis two representative multi-secret sharing schemes that include the Chien's scheme [23] and Pang's scheme [24] .
B. Chien's Multi-secret sharing scheme
In Chien's scheme, block cryptosystem, two-variable one-way hash function was used for the construction of the scheme.
In the initial phase, select the finite field (2 ) p F based on the binary, the generator g and the matrix . (4) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1)( 1)
Published the data 1 2 ( , , ,.... )
n k t r R R R + − , take verification for the published data.
In the reconstruction phase, any players send the message ( , ) i f r s to other players, if more than t players involved in construction, then it can get the equations like the above for the number of n k t + − . As the number of unknown is n k t + − , so we can get the shared secrets 
The above polynomial meets the equation that
Published the data F u F u F u + − , the player can get the message of the polynomial for the number of more than n k + . Then use the following equation, the player can get the shared secrets 1 (0) mod
D. Analysis In Chien's scheme, the attacker can not get the secret share by the published data. To update the secrets, the dealer should select the related parameters again. So the execution efficiency will be reduced. In Pang's scheme, there exits some disadvantages in security. The scheme can not solve the cheating problem between the dealer and the players. Additionally, the depth of the polynomial is too large and the computation is too complex when the number of shared secrets becoming large.
IV. RATIONAL MULTI-SECRET SECRET SHARING SCHEME
A. Authentication of the dealer
In the initial phase, the When the player i P received the above message, based on the identity information of the dealer negotiated in the initial phase, he hashes the message and the negotiated identity information with the hash function ( ) H x .Then the player can verify the correctness of the message by making a comparison with the published data in the initial phase. If the above two message are not the same, then the player can know that the commitment message is not correct and waiting for the correct commitment message from the dealer, otherwise, the protocol go to the next distribution phase.
B. Distribution phase
Select two large prime numbers p and q , the prime , in which it is difficult to decomposition the large number N in random polynomial algorithm.
Assume that the secrets to be shared are 
In the round L , the implementation of the scheme is as following:
Compute the value max( , ) r k t = , then the depth of the polynomial to be constructed in our schme is 1 r − . Compute the value / l k t = ⎡ ⎤ , l is the number of secret share that the every player i P should receive. If the current round L is the correct round that send the correct secret shares, and then select the correct secrets as the coefficient of the polynomial ( ) F x . Otherwise, select invalid secrets in finite field randomly as the coefficient of the polynomial. To have a better understanding for the readers, we assume that the secrets to be shared in current round are 1 2 ', ',.... ' . Then the dealer selects the key pair ( , ) i i
x y with method of Euclid for the RSA encryption system to be used in our scheme for every player i P and encrypted the all secret shares for players as the following equation (11) . Then the dealer published the value j C as the following equation (12).
Send the cipher text of the secret shares after be encrypted and the private key i x to be used in the RSA encryption system to all the corresponding players.
C. Verification phase
When player received the secret shares after be encrypted, the number of the secret shares is l , the the player first decrypt the cipher text with the following equation (13) .
Verify the correctness of the secret share with following equation:
In equation (13), the player decrypted the cipher text by using the private key i x of RSA encryption system. If the above equations holds on, then the secret shares is correct, the protocol go to the next reconstruction phase, otherwise, it is invalid, then stop the implementation of the scheme.
D. Reconstruction phase
Any set of players which the number of the set is more than t can reconstruct the secrets to be shared with cooperation of sending the message each other.
Every player j P send the received secret shares to the other players i P which be included in the reconstruction set, then the player i P can verify the correctness of the secret shares with the equation (14) . If the above equation (14) holds on, then the secret shares are correct.
Construct the secrets with the method of Lagrange interpolation by the following equation (15 
If the above equations (16) and (17) hold on, then the current round is the round that sends the correct secret, the players can stop the implementation of the scheme, otherwise, the scheme goes to the next round 1 L + .
V. ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME
A. Distribution security
We improve the original bit-commitment protocol which is based on one-way hash function for our scheme. The improved protocol ensures that during the distribution phase in our scheme, every player can verify the dealer's identity as well as other players. The disadvantage that some attackers may forge the identification information of the dealer or other players are successfully is solved. The bit-commitment protocol based on one-way hash function has robust security. It is impossible for attackers to forge identification information of the player that meets the following equation 
B. Transimission security
In this scheme, the dealer encrypts the secret shares to be sent to players using RSA public-key encryption algorithm. Based on the impossibility of factoring large numbers, It is difficult for attackers to forge valid encryption information. Compared with the previous multi-secret sharing scheme, the transmission security of secret shares is greatly improved.
C. Anti-colluison
Based on discrete logarithm problem, players can identify the correctness of the secret shares sent by dealer computably security for the shared secrets and is resistant to coalition attacks up to ( 1)/2 n − players including the dealer. The following Fig. 1 show the comparison of the collusion set that the scheme can resist.
D. Equilibrium nature
Through one-way hash function ( ) H x and discrete logarithm problem, this scheme successfully seals the correct number of the rounds that the secret shares to be distributed. This method makes the players did not aware of whether the current round is the round in which valid secret shares are sent. By setting the certain probability η , the strategy set of players can reach Nash equilibrium. The η is set as the following equation (14) .
That is, the strategy set that the player follows the protocol correctly 1 2 ( , ... ) n σ σ σ σ is a Nash equilibrium strategy set. According to the knowledge of the Nash equilibrium, the players' expect utility of deviating protocol is no more than that of following the Nash equilibrium honestly. And it satisfies the following inequality (19) .
In the above inequality (19) , the left side is the players' expect utility of deviation and the right side is players' utility of follow the Nash equilibrium strategy set.
E. Execution efficiency
In the distribution phase, we proposed the method of group distribution for the distribution of the secret shares. The following Fig. 2 shows the comparison between the traditional schemes and our scheme when the number of shared secrets is 5. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the traditional schemes and our scheme when the number of shared secrets is 20. Fig. 4 shows the comparison between the traditional schemes and our scheme when the number of shared secrets is 50. VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we mainly analyze the existing multisecret sharing schemes in which there are many security problems, and then give a new rational secret sharing scheme that can realize multi secret sharing at one time.
In the distribution phase of the scheme, the dealer's identity has been verified by the players through the method of improved bit-commitment protocol based on one-way hash function. Additionally, It can successfully prevent the attacker from forging the fake secret share by means of the encryption system of RSA. The integrity and confidentiality of the secret share are secured while the dependence of the communication channel is decreased. By taking group distribution of the secret share into consideration, we manage to descend the complexity and low efficiency in former schemes. Meanwhile, the player can verify their share using discrete Logarithm and the parameters published by the dealer. In reconstruction phase, players are capable of mutual verification of each others' secret share without any leak of the information. In conclusion, compared with former schemes, our scheme has a great improvement in aspects of security, generality and execution efficiency. 
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